
An investment that lasts
The assurance of superior performance and reliability from 
two of the most trusted names in pro audio. We offer pro-
ven product solutions with the added value of the industry’s 
best customer support.

Ambience is everything
Creating the right atmosphere is essential to your restau-
rant’s success, and quality sound is a key element of an 
enjoyable experience. Our systems can help set the mood 
across every part of your property, from reception to the 
dining area, all while blending into the background.

Ease of use
Simple zone and level controls for installed audio  
systems help staff focus on ensuring your customers 
have a great time. 

Controlled coverage 
Achieve sonic clarity and seamless control in more challen-
ging acoustical environments – such as under high ceilings 
and between dining and bar areas – with installed loud-
speaker systems designed with hospitality in mind.

Flexible options  
Our extensive speaker portfolio includes ceiling, pendant, 
portable and surface-mount models, giving you background 
and foreground music options to suit every space and 
every budget – always with best-in-class sound quality 
and reliability.

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

RESTAURANTS
Bring your space to life

The EV speakers 
have been really 
good; they give us 
the volume that 
we need, as well 
as good clarity . 
– Mark Bayfield, General Manager at Bayfield Hotels

“

“



RESTAURANTS
SYSTEM EXAMPLE FOR DINING & DRINKS

System overview
EVID ceiling and EVID-S surface-mount loudspeakers can 
provide seamless coverage across the dining room, bar, 
bathroom, patio and lobby areas. EVID subwoofers can be 
combined for additional low-end support.

System benefits
The EVID loudspeaker family is designed to be mixed and 
matched together depending on the installation environment, 
with low-profile designs that blend in to their surroundings.

Protection against excessive power and overheating 
through tour-grade circuitry in C series amps.

System and group control and supervision through easy-to-
use system software.

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS

3x EVID-C8.2 (ceiling)

3x EVID-S5.2T (tops)

2x EVID-S10.1D (subs)

DYNACORD | AMPLIFIERS

1x C1800FDi (ceiling & tops)

1x C1300FDi (subs)

If you need it, we’ve got it
The EVID (EV Innovative Design) family is the industry’s 
most complete family of commercial loudspeaker solutions, 
with acoustically and aesthetically matched surface-mount, 
ceiling-mount, pendant-mount and flush-mount models for 
spaces of every size and shape, indoors or outdoors. 

Models from each series may be mixed and matched for 
consistent performance across any installation, providing 
system designers with complementary building blocks to 
address the needs of a wide range of venues and acousti-
cal challenges.


